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Abstract
Introducing node mobility into the network also introduces new anonymity threats. This important change of
the concept of anonymity has recently attracted attentions in mobile wireless security research. This paper presents
identity-free routing and on-demand routing as two design principles of anonymous routing in mobile ad hoc
networks. We devise ANODR (ANonymous On Demand Routing) as the needed anonymous routing scheme that
is compliant with the design principles. Our security analysis and simulation study verify the effectiveness and
efficiency of ANODR.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) can establish an instant communication structure for many timecritical and mission-critical applications. Nevertheless, the intrinsic characteristics of MANET, such as
node mobility and open wireless transmissions, make it very vulnerable to security threats. Even though

many security protocol suites have been proposed to protect wireless communications [23][41], they
nevertheless did not consider anonymity protection and left identity information intercepted by nearby
eavesdroppers. Consider for example a battlefield scenario with ad hoc, multi-hop wireless communications
support. Suppose a covert mission is launched, which includes swarms of reconnaissance, surveillance, and
attack task forces. The ad hoc network must provide routes between command posts and swarms as well as
routes between swarms. Anonymity protections for the task forces are critical, else the entire mission may
be compromised. However, the adversary could deploy reconnaissance and surveillance forces, for instance,
embedded systems carried by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) or Miniature Aerial Vehicles (MAV), in
the battlefield and maintains communications among them. They could form their own network to infer
the location, movement, number of participants, and even the goals of our covert missions. This has great
impact on privacy design in mobile networks, which has very different semantics from the conventional
notion for infrastructure networks like the Internet and distributed banking systems. Message privacy is
the major concern in the latter systems, but mobility enabled by wireless communication has changed
privacy issues in many ways. First, the adversarial reconnaissance UAV/MAV nodes are capable of tracing
pedestrian soldier’s wireless interfaces moving at lower speeds. The mobility of both the adversarial side
and the guarding side introduces new privacy problems. In a mobile network, node’s motion pattern,
traffic pattern, standing venue and route-driven packet flows, and even the dynamic network topology,
all become new interests of the adversarial reconnaissance team, bringing in new anonymity challenges
in addition to conventional identity privacy and message privacy. Second, in wireless ad hoc networks
mobile nodes must rely on their protocol stack (e.g., ad hoc routing) in communication. As the wireless
medium is open to anyone within the transmission range, the baseline of the adversarial reconnaissance
team is to exploit mobile ad hoc routing schemes to conduct various privacy attacks.
The new anonymity threat poses challenging constraints on routing and data forwarding. The purpose
of this paper is to study the characteristics of passive anonymity attacks against routing schemes in a
mobile ad hoc environment. The goal of such attacks is very different from other related routing security
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problems such as resistance to route disruption or prevention of “denial-of-service” attacks. In fact, in
our case the passive enemy will avoid such aggressive schemes, in the attempt to be as “invisible” as
possible, until it traces, locates, and then physically destroys legitimate assets. In particular for mobile ad
hoc routing security, it is necessary to realize defense against anonymity threats to prevent the adversary
from launching passive attacks, such as tracing where a mobile node is, inferring the motion pattern of
the mobile node, and visualizing a multi-hop path between a pair of nodes.
The contributions of our study are listed below:
•

We show that anonymity defense proposed in infrastructure networks does not address the new
anonymity attacks threatening mobile nodes. The global knowledge based routing and proactive
routing approaches are widely used in the infrastructure networks to provide anonymity protection.
But they are inefficient or even impractical in mobile ad hoc networks. Moreover, since mobile nodes
can be traced by various new methods that are previously infeasible in infrastructure networks, now
they need more anonymity protections to prevent the passive adversary from knowing their private
motion patterns and other network metrics. This calls for the on-demand routing approach, which
does not send out unneeded routing advertisements to reveal mobile nodes’ private network metrics.

•

We propose a new anonymous routing protocol ANODR (ANonymous On Demand Routing) as
the countermeasure. ANODR is a purely on-demand routing scheme that just sets up anonymous
routes as needed in real time. This limits the chance of eavesdropping and traffic analyzing to a
time-critical on-demand window. In a mobile environment, the adversary is left with few options—
it must launch the attack in the time-critical window, or its information about the guarded mobile
nodes is out-of-date. Another distinction of ANODR is that it is the first identity-free ad hoc routing
scheme, which is contrary to all existing ad hoc routing schemes based on node identities (e.g., IP
and MAC addresses). Instead of using node identities, ANODR relies on one-time cryptographic
trapdoors in routing. Without node identities, the adversary has no means to break a mobile node’s
identity anonymity except via a node intrusion. This poses great physical challenge to the adversary.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains related work including anonymous
schemes used in infrastructure networks and several recently-proposed anonymous routing schemes used
in mobile ad hoc networks. In Section III we describe the first on-demand and identity-free anonymous
protocol ANODR. The security protection provided by ANODR is analyzed in Section IV. In Section V
we evaluate ANODR’s routing performance. Finally Section VI summarizes the paper.

II. A NONYMOUS

ROUTING REVISITED

In this section we briefly review anonymous routing approaches that do not follow the on-demand
design approach first. We then revisit several recently-proposed on-demand anonymous routing schemes.

A. Anonymous routing not based on the on-demand approach
Before ANODR [29], SDAR [10], AnonDSR [45] and MASK [48], global routing approach and
proactive routing approach are the dominant choices in anonymous routing design.
In global knowledge based routing approach, the network topology is fixed and pre-stored on each
node. This includes the following designs. (i) In Chaum’s DC-net [12], the network topology is suggested
as a fixed and closed ring. (ii) In Chaum’s MIX-net [11], each message sender pre-stores the entire
network topology, and then selects a random path from the known network topology in message routing.
All subsequent MIX-net designs [36][25][27][6] inherit this assumption. (iii) In Crowds [39] and sorting
network [37], all nodes are one logical hop away, pairwise communications exist with uniform cost.
Anonymous messages are forwarded to the next node which is selected in a random manner. If this node
is unavailable due to mobility or system crash, then another selection must be made following the same
probabilistic method. In other words, every Crowds node (named as “jondo” in [39]) or sorting network
node is a member of an overlay network. Although at the network IP layer every node-to-node (or jondoto-jondo) route is comprised of multiple IP routers, at the anonymized overlay layer such a node-to-node
route is a single-hop logical link. This overlay anonymous network assumes either a global routing design
or a proactive routing design at the IP network layer. In contrast, static and global topology knowledge
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is no longer available in mobile ad hoc networks where the network topology constantly changes due to
mobility, frequent route outage, and node joining/leaving. Maintaining the same global topology knowledge
that is identical to fixed networks is very expensive and reveals the changing topological knowledge to
node intruders.
In proactive routing approach, every node proactively and periodically exchanges routing messages
with other nodes. Similar to the global routing approach, every node maintains fresh topology knowledge
by paying routing communication overheads. In mobile ad hoc networks, various optimized proactive
routing schemes, such as OLSR [1] and TBRPF [34], have been proposed to reduce the incurred routing
communication overheads. However, like their wired counterparts, the proactive ad-hoc routing schemes
let every message sender maintain fresh topology knowledge about the network (even though the incurred
communication overhead is less than their wired counterparts). Based on the proactively collected fresh
routing knowledge, it is then possible to route anonymous messages to the next stop, which in turn routes
the messages toward the final destination. This includes the following designs. (i) All MIX-nets leverage
proactive routing protocols at the IP layer to acquire network topology knowledge, which is then used
at the anonymized overlay MIX layer to route messages. (ii) Like MIX-nets, an overlay of Crowds [39]
or sorting network [37] leverages proactive routing information as well. (iii) In infrastructure networks,
PipeNet [14], Onion Routing [38] and Mist [2] employ anonymous virtual circuit in data forwarding. After
a connection establishment procedure, a sequence of routing tables are created on the forwarding nodes
to deliver data packets. Each route table holds two columns of virtual circuit identifiers (VCI) in the form
of ‘vcix ↔vciy ’. If a node receives a packet and the packet is stamped with a vcix stored in its routing
table, the node then accepts the packet, overrides the stamp with the corresponding vciy , and sends the
changed packet to next stop. Mist assumes a fixed routing hierarchy. Both PipeNet and Onion Routing
assume that the underlying proactive routing scheme has already provided the needed routing service.
Besides, every node in the anonymous network knows its immediate previous stop (upstream node) and
immediate next stop (downstream node). (iv) In MIX route [26], a backbone network is formed to cover
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a mobile network. Every backbone node is a MIX, which uses proactive routing protocols to maintain
fresh network topology of the backbone MIX-net.
In a nutshell, these global-knowledge-based routing and proactive routing schemes treat the underlying
network as either a stationary graph, or fresh snapshots that can be treated as stationary graphs per proactive
period. A shortcoming of applying these approaches in mobile networks comes from node intrusions. If
adequate physical protection cannot be guaranteed for every mobile node, intrusion is inevitable within a
long time window. The adversary can compromise one mobile node, gather fresh network topology from
the node’s knowledge, then use network localization schemes (e.g., distance vector based APS [33]) to
pinpoint every mobile node in the network.
Therefore, although various anonymous mechanisms, such as anonymous virtual circuit [14], MIX-net
onion and backbone-style MIX-net [26] remain effective in ad hoc networks, the global routing topology
caching and proactive routing topology acquisition approaches are gradually replaced by the on-demand
routing approach, which is initiated by ANODR [29]. Now we describe several recently-proposed ondemand anonymous routing schemes that are different from ANODR. We explain the major features of
each scheme and its major difference from ANODR.

B. SDAR and AnonDSR
SDAR [10] and AnonDSR [45] are anonymous routing protocols with a combination of on-demand
route discovery [29] and MIX-net onion data delivery [11][36][27][6].
Trust Management SDAR node uses a proactive and explicit neighbor detection protocol to constantly
see the snapshot of its one-hop mobile neighborhood. It periodically sends out a HELLO message holding
the certified public key of the node, and at the same time collects other nodes’ public keys. By observing
behavior of one-hop neighboring nodes or using other approaches, a node classifies its one-hop neighbors
into different trust levels. Keys corresponding to these levels are negotiated among same-level nodes. They
are later used to enforce trust-based secure communication. For AnonDSR protocol, a security parameter
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establishment (SPE) flooding is used before the anonymous routing. SPE establishes a shared key (and
key index) between the source and the destination, which then, is used to set up a trapdoor between the
two ends.
Route discovery SDAR and AnonDSR employ on-demand route discovery procedures to establish ad
hoc routes. Similar to ANODR, a SDAR source node S puts a global trapdoor in its RREQ flood packet.
The SDAR global trapdoor is a public key encryption of a message that can only be decrypted by the
destination. A symmetric key is piggybacked into the global trapdoor to fulfill end-to-end key agreement.
Nevertheless, unlike ANODR which uses identity-free global trapdoor, SDAR uses the destination D’s ID
in the global trapdoor. AnonDSR also uses global trapdoor. However, as it has used an SPE flooding to let
the source node share a symmetric key with the destination, the global trapdoor in RREQ is encrypted using
symmetric cryptography. Like SDAR, AnonDSR also uses destination’s clear ID in its global trapdoor.
SDAR’s RREQ flooding is not based on onion. The source node S puts its one-time public key T P K
in the RREQ flood packet. S also piggybacks the corresponding one-time private key T SK in the global
trapdoor. Each RREQ forwarder records T P K, chooses a random symmetric key K, and uses T P K
to encrypt this per-stop K. This encrypted block is appended to the current RREQ packet. Finally the
destination D opens the global trapdoor and knows T SK, then uses T SK to decrypt every T P Kencrypted block and thus shares a symmetric key with every forwarder of the received RREQ packet.
This process is just like transferring a locked SuggestionBox. Both source and destination can open the
box. While the intermediate nodes can inject information into this suggestion box, they can’t open it.
After the destination opens the SuggestionBox it gets all information added by intermediate nodes and
accomplishes key agreements with these nodes.
AnonDSR uses onion in RREQ. However, unlike the uniform-size ANODR onion described in later
sections, an AnonDSR onion consists of two parts. The first part is the secret key selected at each hop
encrypted by the one-time public key handed from the source node, and the other part is the previous
onion received from RREQ upstream node with a nonce encrypted all together using that secret key.
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Similar to MIX-net, for both of SDAR and AnonDSR, the destination D has the l (symmetric) keys
to form an RREP packet in the form of MIX-net onion, where l is the number of hops from the source
to the destination. The destination D puts all symmetric key Ks’ in the innermost core so that only the
source S can decrypt the onion core and share D’s symmetric key with every RREP forwarder.
In contrast with other on-demand protocols, for SDAR and AnonDSR, the overhead of public key
coding for the destination node to perform is proportional to the hop count en route from the source to
the destination. This is because at each hop, public key encryption is used for packing pairwise session
key. Furthermore, decoding using public key is expensive. It’s obvious that when the number of hops
is large for a source-destination pair, it takes huge overhead for the destination to extract intermediate
nodes’ session keys.
Once the source S receives the coming-back RREP, both the source S and the destination D have made
a symmetric key agreement with every intermediate forwarder. Like the way RREP packet is delivered,
S and D use MIX-net onion to deliver data payload to each other.

C. MASK
Similar to SDAR, MASK [48] relies on a proactive neighbor detection protocol to constantly see
the snapshot of its one-hop mobile neighborhood. However, the MASK’s neighbor detection protocol is
identity-free. Each MASK node only knows the physical presence of neighboring ad hoc nodes. This is
achieved by a pairing-based anonymous handshake [5] between any pair of neighboring nodes. MASK
uses three-stage handshake for key exchanges among a node and its new neighboring nodes. After
the handshake, each pair of nodes shares a chain of secret key and locally unique LinkID pair which
corresponds to the Pseudonyms used during handshake. In general, every MASK node periodically sends
out a HELLO message holding the pairing cryptographic materials. The MASK HELLO messages are
not necessarily being too long, since it could only consist a 8-byte pseudonym and a 4-byte nonce.
Route discovery Like ANODR, MASK employs an on-demand signaling procedure to establish virtual
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circuit for later data delivery. The source node S assembles an RREQ flood packet which is similar to
AODV in format. Unlike ANODR and SDAR, MASK does not use global trapdoor. In the MASK’s RREQ
packet S explicitly puts in the destination node D’s network ID. This saves the processing overhead to
open the global trapdoor, thus spares the need of end-to-end key agreement and results in a more efficient
RREQ procedure. However, the security tradeoff is that recipient anonymity is compromised by every
RREQ receiver [35].
Besides the removal of global trapdoor, MASK is more efficient because the proactive neighbor detection
protocol has already established every anonymous link needed by the virtual circuit. During RREQ phase,
every RREQ forwarder remembers which outgoing Pseudonym is used to forward the RREQ packet from
an incoming LinkID. During RREP phase, a node looks up its Pseudonym corresponding to the incoming
LinkID included in RREP packet, finds out the incoming LinkID received during RREQ corresponding
to that Pseudonym, and insert this two LinkID pair into its route table. When the source receives RREP,
the anonymous virtual circuit is established.
D. Comparison
Table I compares several design choices that may have significant impact on routing protocol performance and on security/performance trade-offs.
TABLE I
P ROTOCOL COMPARISON

Purely
on-demand?
PKC in
RREQ flood
Data
delivery
Neighbor
exposure
Recipient
anonymity

ANODR
Purely
on-demand
First
contact
Virtual
circuit
No

SDAR
Proactive
neighbor detect.
All
the time
MIX-net
onion
Exposed

AnonDSR
Purely
on-demand
All
the time
MIX-net
onion
No

MASK
Proactive
neighbor detect.
No

Crypto-protected
for destination

Crypto-protected
for destination

Crypto-protected
for destination

Broken by any
RREQ receiver

Virtual
circuit
No

We compare these aspects due to the following reasons. The first three aspects have significant perfor9

mance impacts on mobile ad hoc routing. (1) Proactive neighbor detection incurs periodic communication
and computational overheads on every mobile node; (2) Because public key cryptography requires longer
keys and more CPU cycles, using expensive public key cryptography (encryption/decryption) with expensive RREQ flood incurs intensive communication and computational overheads per flood; (3) In terms of
data delivery performance, virtual circuit based schemes are more efficient than MIX-net’s onion based
schemes—the latter one incurs l real-time encryption delay on the source node and then a single real-time
decryption delay on every data packet forwarding nodes. The next two aspects affect anonymity protection.
(1) In MIX-net, one-hop neighborhood is exposed to internal (and possibly external) adversary. This is
not a security problem in fixed networks. But in mobile networks, this reveals the changing local network
topology to the mobile wireless adversary, which can quickly scan the entire network for once and obtain an
estimation of the entire network topology; (2) Ensuring recipient anonymity (of the destination’s network
ID) is a critical security concern. Otherwise, every RREQ receiver can see how busy a destination node
is. This traffic analysis can be used by the adversary to define the priority in node tracing attacks.

III. ANODR DESIGN
In this section we describe the ANODR protocol. ANODR relies on purely on-demand routing and
identity-free routing. The purely on-demand approach is more “covert” in nature in that it does not send out
wireless advertisements in advance—it just sets up routes as needed. The identity-free approach ensures
identity anonymity for all mobile wireless routers.
A. Passive threat model
Anonymity threats are from the attackers that are passive in nature. The attackers are protocol compliant,
so they are harder to detect before potential devastating physical attacks are launched. ANODR further
characterizes the passive adversary in terms of an escalating capability hierarchy.
•

Mobile eavesdropper and traffic analyst: Such an adversary can at least perform eavesdropping and
collect as much information as possible from intercepted traffic. It is mobile and equipped with GPS
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to know its exact location. It is a global adversary as we assume that it can scan the entire network
area in short delay round by round. The baseline traffic it can intercept is the routing traffic from
the legitimate side. An eavesdropper with enough resource is capable of analyzing intercepted traffic
on-the-scene. This ability gives the traffic analyst quick turnaround action time about the event it
detects, and reduces the chance of evasion for those victim nodes.
•

Mobile node intruder: If adequate physical protection cannot be guaranteed for every mobile node,
node compromise is inevitable within a long time window. A successful passive node intruder is
protocol-compliant, thus hard to detect. It participates in collaborative network operations (e.g., ad
hoc routing) to boost its passive attack strength, thus it threatens the entire network including all
other uncompromised nodes. This implies that a countermeasure must not be vulnerable to single
point of failure/compromise.

•

Mobile colluding attackers: Adversaries having different levels of attacking ability can collaborate
through a separated channel to combine their knowledge and to coordinate their attacking activities. A subset of guarded network members (measured by intrusion percentage/probability) can be
compromised. This realizes the strongest power at the adversary side.

B. Network and network security assumption
We assume wireless links are symmetric; that is, if a node X is in transmission range of some node
Y , then Y is in transmission range of X. A mobile node’s physical interface is capable of using omnidirectional radio to transmit packets. Within its transmission range, a network node can send a unicast
packet to a specific node, or a broadcast packet to all local nodes. A node may hide its identity pseudonym
using an anonymous broadcast address. In 802.11, a distinguished predefined multicast address of all 1’s
can be used as source MAC address or destination MAC address to realize anonymity for local senders
and receivers. In addition, by anonymous acknowledgment and re-transmission, a local sender and a
local receiver can implement locally reliable unicast. If the count of re-transmission exceeds a predefined
threshold, the sender considers the connection on the hop is lost.
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In ANODR, each node is capable of doing encryption and decryption in semantically-secure [20]
symmetric key and public key cryptosystems. We assume that an end-to-end network security suite
has already protected IP packet payload. The baseline information used by the passive adversary is the
unprotected routing information, such as IP header, link layer header, and in regard to multi-hop routing,
any unchanged packet characteristics like unique packet length and unchanged packet field (even if the
field is encrypted in a semantically-secure system).
For the sake of end-to-end security, the source/sender knows the certified public key of any intended
destination/recipient. (1) This implies that every network node must acquire a signed credential from an
offline authority Ψ prior to network operations. The credential can be verified by the netwisely wellknown P KΨ . The credential is in the form of “[id, pkid , validtime]SKΨ ” where id uniquely identifies a
node, pkid is the certified public key of the id, and validtime limits the valid period of the credential.
In ANODR, instead of using the unprotected plain id, the source remembers the credential and avoids
using id in communication. (2) The certified public key of the destination is the global trapdoor key used
in the first identity-free route discovery process. To ensure end-to-end key agreement, a symmetric key
is exchanged in the first route discovery. Then the source would use the symmetric key in later route
discovery processes toward the same destination.
The notations used in this paper are shown in the following table:
P KA

Node A’s public key

KA

An encryption key only known by node A

SKA

Node A’s private key corresponding to P KA

KAB

An encryption key shared by node A and B

{M }P K

Encryption/verification of message M with key P KA

fK

[M ]SK

Decryption/signing of message M with key SKA

i
NA , NA

Nonce or nonces chosen by node A

src

“source!”, a special bit-string tag denoting the source

dest

“destination!”, a special bit-string tag denoting the destination

A

A

A

(M )

Encryption/decryption of message M with symmetric key KA using a symmetric encryption function f

C. Identity-free on-demand routing using one-time trapdoors
Contrary to conventional schemes which use node identities in packet forwarding and routing, ANODR
relies on one-time cryptographic trapdoors.
Anonymous route discovery Anonymous route discovery is a critical procedure that establishes an ondemand route. A communication source initiates the route discovery procedure by assembling an RREQ
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packet and locally broadcasting it. An RREQ packet is of the format with one-time contents:
hRREQ, seq#, global trap, onioni.
•

seq# is a 128-bit computationally unique sequence number in the entire network. Each source
randomly selects a value for this field. Due to “birthday paradox” [32], the probability of choosing
colliding values on different sources is approximately 2−128/2 = 2−64 , a negligible quantity.

•

global trap is a global trapdoor. Only the destination can decrypt the global trapdoor and know its
role by seeing a well-known string tag/message (e.g., “destination!” with a one-time random nonce
appended). The details of global trapdoor design are elaborated later in this section.

•

The other is a 128-bit “onion” of per-hop encryptions. The source puts a random nonce as the onion
“core”. Each RREQ forwarder adds a layer of encryption during RREQ phase, then only the node
itself can peel off this layer during RREP phase. The onion is formed during RREQ propagation and
will be used to set up an anonymous virtual circuit when RREPs come back.

PO A = {A,src,NA }PK

A

PO B = {B,A,N B , {A,src,NA }PK }PK
A

B

PO C = {C,B,N C , {B,A,N B , {A,src,NA }PK } PK }PK
A

B

NY

C

PO D = {D,C,N D , {C,B,N C , {B,A,N B , {A,src,N A}PK } PK }PK } PK
A

PO B

PO A

PO C

B

C

D

PO D

REQ

REQ

onion old

onion new

X
A

B

PO A

C

PO B

D

PO C

E

Fig. 1. Chaum’s Public-key Onion (PO)
between source sender A and destination
recipient E

f K (f K (core))

TBO C =

f K (f K (fK (core)))

TBO D =

f K (f K (f K (f K (core))))
D
C
B
A

TBO A

corresponding REP
NZ

PO D

f K (core)

TBO B =

A

B

C

A

B

A

TBO B

TBO C

TBO D

Z

Y
corresponding REP

TBO A =

Fig. 2.
ANODR route discovery at each
RREP forwarder

B

A

TBO A

C

TBO B

D

TBO C

E

TBO D

Fig. 3.
Trapdoored Boomerang Onion
(TBO) between source sender A and destination recipient E

At first, let’s present a scheme simply combining on-demand routing and Chaumian MIX-Net’s onion
processing. The onion is formed as a public key protected onion (PO). The corresponding “On-demand
MIX-Net” protocol is described below:
1) RREQ phase: RREQ packets with previously seen sequence numbers are discarded. Otherwise, as
depicted in Figure 1, each RREQ forwarding node X prepends the incoming hop to the PO structure,
encrypts the result with its own public key P KX , then broadcasts the RREQ locally.
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2) RREP phase: When the destination receives an RREQ packet, the embedded PO structure is a valid
onion to establish an anonymous route towards the source. The destination1 assembles an RREP
packet of the format
hRREP , N , onioni
holding the same cryptographic onion in the received RREQ packet, then locally broadcasts it. N
is the 128-bit random route pseudonym selected by the destination. It is computationally unique in
the neighborhood due to “birthday paradox” [32].
Any receiving node X decrypts the onion using its own private key SKX . If its own pseudonym X
does not match the first field of the decrypted result, it then discards the packet. Otherwise, the node
is on the anonymous route. It selects its own random nonce N ′ , stores the correspondence between
N⇋N ′ in its forwarding table, peels off one layer of the onion, replaces N with N ′ , then locally
broadcasts the modified RREP packet. The same actions will be repeated until the source receives
the onion it originally sent out. As depicted in Figure 2, the nonce chosen by the RREP upstream
node is shared on the hop. This nonce will play the role of virtual circuit identifier (VCI) [4] in
anonymous data delivery.
Unfortunately, “On-demand MIX-Net” is not an identity-free scheme. In addition, “On-demand MIXNet” incurs expensive public key encryption overhead in the network-wide RREQ floods. This is not
suitable in mobile ad hoc networks where many ad hoc network members may use low-end mobile
devices. In contrast, except the first route discovery, ANODR is identity-free and incurs no public key
encryption overhead in RREQ floods (though ANODR always incurs public key processing overhead in
RREP unicasts by using one-time public keys on RREP forwarding nodes).
1) When intermediate forwarding node X sees an RREQ packet, it encrypts the incoming onion
with a random symmetric key KX . This produces the outgoing onion. The node remembers the
1

The destination should do RREQ forwarding as if nothing has happened.
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correspondence between these two onions, and broadcasts the RREQ locally. After the RREQ
forwarding operation, the node tries to open the global trapdoor to check whether it is the destination.
2) The onion will be bounced back by the destination like a boomerang (Figure 3). Given an RREP
unicast packet transmitted by omnidirectional radio, only the RREQ upstream node (i.e., currently
the RREP downstream node), who produced the current onion now embedded in the transmitting
RREP packet, will forward the RREP unicast. This chosen node strips off a layer of the boomerang
onion and forwards the modified RREP packet towards the source.
Actual ANODR route discovery design In addition to the above description, ANODR implements
(1) symmetric key agreement between two consecutive RREP forwarders and (2) enforces destinationinitiated RREP procedure. Thus the previous packet format definitions were incomplete ones for the ease
of presentation. The actual ANODR route discovery packet formats with one-time contents are:
hRREQ, seq#, global trap, onion, pk 1timei and hRREP , {Kseed }pk
•

1time , fKseed (proofdest , onion)i.

Kseed is same as the 128-bit random route pseudonym N (i.e. VCI), except now it becomes a secret
key shared between two consecutive RREP forwarders. The need for the secret hop key between two
neighboring RREP nodes is justified later in the paragraph “Anonymous data forwarding”.

•

In its idle time, a node X generates reasonably many one-time public/private key pairs (pk 1timeX ,
sk 1timeX ). A one-time public key is used per RREQ flood. Let’s use Figure 2 as an example. In
RREQ forwarding, node Y remembers not only each incoming onion, but also the one-time public
key pk 1timeX associated with the onion, then node Y replaces the old pk 1timeX with its own
one-time pk 1timeY . Similarly, node Z performs the same operation, and so on. Later in RREP
forwarding, a random Kseed (or N) is selected by the RREP upstream node and encrypted by the
one-time pk 1time of the RREQ upstream node (now the RREP downstream node), who will decrypt
it and accomplishes the symmetric key agreement. The remaining RREP contents (including onion)
is encrypted by the symmetric key.
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•

The global trapdoor global trap holds secret information for the intended destination and a public
commitment for the same destination. Using Figure 3 as an example, the global trapdoor for the first
time RREQ is
hRREQ , global trap = {dest , Kreveal , KAE }PKE , fKreveal (dest ), onion, pk 1timei.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Or in all later RREQs, as KAE is the end-to-end key agreed between the source and the destination,

hRREQ , global trap = fKAE (dest , Kreveal ), fKreveal (dest ), onion, pk 1timei.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

proofdest is the RREP proof (or receipt) from the destination.
hRREP , {Kseed }pk

1time , fKseed (proofdest

′
= Kreveal
, onion)i.
::::::

This design seeks to prevent an adversarial network node to send back fake RREPs to disrupt
ANODR. Among all network members, only destination E can see the special string tag dest and
conclude it is the intended destination. The value Kreveal is a commitment value. During RREQ
phase, it is a secret committed to the destination (by the source). During RREP phase, it is revealed
′
to fulfill the commitment. The destination E must present this commitment value Kreveal
= Kreveal

to prove that it has successfully opened the global trapdoor. Any forwarding node can verify the
?

′
(dest). Nodes other
anonymous proof of global trapdoor opening by checking fKreveal (dest)=fKreveal

than the destination E cannot fulfill the correct Kreveal unless it can break the global trapdoor. RREPs
′
with incorrect Kreveal
are unconditionally dropped.

Anonymous route maintenance Following the soft state design, the routing table entries are recycled
upon timeout Twin similar to the same parameter used in DSR and AODV. Moreover, when one or more
hop is broken due to mobility or node failures, nodes cannot forward packet via the broken hops. The
one-hop sender can detect such anomalies when re-transmission count exceeds a predefined threshold.
Upon anomaly detection, the node looks up the corresponding entry in its forwarding table, finds the
other VCI N ′ which is associated with the VCI N of the broken hop, and assembles an anonymous route
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error report packet of the format hRERR, N ′ i. The node then recycles the table entry and transmits the
RERR packet using omni-directional radio. A receiving node of the RERR packet looks up N ′ in its VCI
mapping table. If the lookup returns a match, then the node is on the broken route and should follow the
same procedure to notify its neighbors.
Anonymous data forwarding For each end-to-end connection, an anonymous virtual circuit is established
between the source-destination pair. Intuitively, the route pseudonym N shared on a hop is used as the
virtual circuit identifier (VCI) in data packets:
hDATA, route pseudonym, payload i.
After the source or the current forwarder transmits the packet using its omni-directional radio, all other
local receiving nodes must look up the route pseudonym in their ”incoming VCI ⇋ outgoing VCI”
mapping tables. A node discards the packet if the route pseudonym in the packet does not match any
incoming VCI in its table. Otherwise, it changes the packet’s route pseudonym field to the matched
outgoing VCI, then acts as the current forwarder and transmits the modified packet using omni-directional
radio. The procedure is then repeated until the data packet arrives at the destination.
This is only an intuition of anonymous data forwarding for the ease of presentation. To thwart packet
flow tracing attack which can compromise relationship anonymity between sender and recipient venues,
ANODR implements three mechanisms:
•

Randomized route pseudonym: Even at the same hop, the route pseudonym N is updated per data
packet. The data packet format is actually
hDATA, route pseudonym, index , payloadi.
(1) At each hop of an end-to-end connection, the shared VCI Kseed is used as the secret seed to
generate cryptographically strong pseudorandom sequences. The i-th data packet of the connection
is marked with the i-th 128-bit bit-string generated from the common Kseed (rather than marked
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by the secret Kseed itself). The VCIs stored in routing tables are updated in the same manner. The
pseudorandom bit-strings cannot be distinguished from truly random bits by any polynomial-time
algorithms. This is because provably secure pseudorandom bits [9] can be constructed using hardcore predicates [19] of a one-way function. Additionally, fast but empirically secure pseudorandom
sequence generators are also available for performance gain (e.g., X9.17 [3]). All such pseudorandom
sequence generators use a keyed one-way function fkey (seed), so let’s denote the i-th 128-bit bit(i)

string as fKseed (Kseed). (2) The index field is added due to wireless packet loss and packet shuffling.
If the channel is reliable, consecutive packets can be trivially marked with consecutive pseudorandom
bit-strings. However, the wireless channel is unreliable and packet loss is possible. ANODR assumes
that the chance for the channel to consecutively drop more than 28 packets is negligible, thus the
size of index field is defined as 8 bits (Certainly, the bit-field can be extended to 12 or 16 bits for
more severe packet loss scenarios). At the sender side, index is increased by 1 for each distinct
data packets in order and wrapped around per 28 packets. The sender can shuffle the order of packet
transmissions as well. If the most recent index received by the receiver is a and index of the current
incoming packet is b, then the receiver can synchronize the pseudorandom sequence by skipping the
(b)

(b−a)

(a)

gap fKseed (Kseed) = fKseed (fKseed (Kseed )). This way, the packet flow of the same connection will
be marked by “one-time” route pseudonyms changed over time and over hops all the way from the
source to the destination.
•

Payload shuffle: To thwart content correlation where the adversary can simply monitor data payloads
to trace a specific packet payload (if his collaborators are on the forwarding path, or his mobility
speed can catch up with the packet forwarding process), the (index, payload) fields must be reencrypted and decrypted at every hop using the hop key Kseed. To prevent the adversary from tracing
packet flow upon measuring packet length, it is reasonable to enforce a uniform packet size, such that
all packets are padded to be the same size and length information becomes useless to the adversary.
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In ANODR, uniform payload size is implementation-defined. That is, the decision is to be made in
deployments.
•

Neighborhood traffic mixing: To stop timing analysis, each node X needs to do neighborhood traffic
mixing, a method similar to timed pool MIX proposed in various MIX-Net designs [36][27][6]. Let’s
assume node X autonomously chooses and adjusts tX as its playout time window size and rX as its
playout buffer size. During tX period, if node X has received r data packets with distinct pseudonyms
(of possibly different connections), then it generates rd = max(0, rX − r) decoy packets. ANODR’s
mixing is on-demand/reactive as it does not generate decoy packets (rd = 0) if r = 0 or rX ≤r. The
route pseudonyms used in the decoy packets should be truly random and do not collide with the
current pseudorandom VCIs in the node’s routing table. At the end of time window tX , the node
X randomly re-orders all packets in the playout buffer and sends them out in batch. Neighborhood
traffic mixing is a more general design than the random latency design used by [15] and [48], which
is the special case of neighborhood mixing with rX set to 0.

D. Discussions
Reliable forwarding and anonymous ACK In RREP/RERR/DATA unicasts, an anonymous transmission
can be delivered in a more reliable way in spite of wireless channel errors, namely anonymous ACK.
Recall that the one-hop receiver of an RREP/RERR/DATA unicast packet already knows the Kseed if it
does correctly receive the packet to be ACKed. This means it knows the current route pseudonym N,
thus the anonymous ACK packet is simply in the form hACK , route pseudonymi.
Upon timeout (similar to 802.11 unicast), the sender must try to re-transmit the un-ACKed unicast
packet until it receives the anonymous ACK. Like 802.11’s unicasts, if the retransmission count exceeds
a predefined threshold, then the sender considers the hop connection is broken. If this happens during
anonymous data forwarding, route maintenance will be initiated to recycle routing table entries.
Optional neighborhood traffic mixing on control packets To resist timing analysis, ANODR’s data
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flow is protected by neighborhood traffic mixing. But the adversary can do timing analysis on control
flows as well.
ANODR’s RREQ is a flooding process which does not reveal specific packet flows, but an adversary
capable of monitoring the entire network area can identify the source sender’s venue. It can also identify
the destination recipient’s venue by monitoring the first RREP triggered by an RREQ flood. The revelation
of sender venue and recipient venue calls for mixing on RREQ and RREP traffic. In other words, it seems
that we should enforce the uniform timing policy to let each mobile node send out decoy RREQ (where
the global trapdoor is truly random and cannot be decrypted by any network node) and decoy RREP
(where the replied RREP unicast will eventually become a network-wide flood of RREP unicasts) per
time window (if during the window no real RREQ and RREP is transmitted). Unfortunately, even though
we can optionally enforce this security policy, we believe that this design is not suitable in mobile ad
hoc networks where frequent network-wide floods will rapidly drain network resources. If the adversary
is capable of monitoring the entire network area, sender venue anonymity and recipient venue anonymity
are not protected in ANODR. Similarly, this global adversary can also trace the RREP forwarding process
and compromise relationship anonymity between sender venue and recipient venue. Fortunately, the global
adversary also pays tremendous cost and it must exploit its chance in the short route discovery period.
IV. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
A. Foundations of security
The first formal model of security, in particular of cryptography, was an information theoretic model
introduced by Shannon in [44], where H(M), the entropy of the truly-random plaintext set M, equals to
H(M|E), the conditional entropy of the plaintext set M given the interceptable ciphertext set E. In other
words, the uncertainty entropy is unchanged by crypto-operations, so a truly-random random variable
(aka. coin-flips, coin-tosses in cryptographic notions) stays as truly-random after applying an information
theoretically secure operation like the one-time pad. Shannon showed that it is impossible to break such
a perfect system. Unfortunately, the information-theoretic notion is impractical: if we measure security
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strength in terms of the key length n, in the perfect system the key length must be greater than or equal
to the plaintext length; both key space size and plaintext space size are of an exponential order O(2n ).
Since late 1970s, modern cryptography [18] abandons this information theoretic notion, and assumes
instead that the adversary is a probabilistic algorithm running in polynomial time. The ideal goal is still
to achieve indistinguishability from truly-randomness. (1) As described above, the perfect system exactly
achieves the ideal goal by using security resources measured in exponential order of the key length n. (2)
The modern cryptography seeks to achieve the same goal with acceptable difference between what can
be implemented and the ideal truly-randomness. Unlike the perfect system, all crypto algorithms only use
polynomial-order resource to produce pseudo-randomness that is indistinguishable from truly-randomness
by any polynomial-time adversary, where all the polynomials are defined on the input key length n.
The acceptable difference between truly-randomness and cryptographic pseudo-randomness must be
“negligible”, which is asymptotically less than the reciprocal of any polynomial of the input x (where in
cryptography x is the key length n). For this reason, “negligible” is also known as “sub-polynomial”.
Definition 1: (Negligible): A function µ : N → R is negligible if for every positive integer c, and all
sufficiently large x’s (i.e., there exists Nc , for all x > Nc ),

µ(x) <

1
.
xc

2

B. Perfectly secure routing identities
Due to identity-free routing, the adversary cannot identify any mobile node’s routing identity (e.g.,
IP address, MAC address). In a more formal notion, the uncertainty entropy about an uncompromised
sender/receiver’s identity equals to the truly-random guess. The security loss in regards to entropy of
routing identities is zero.

C. Negligibility-based network security
Recently, information-theoretic models for anonymity were independently proposed in [43] and [16].
As demonstrated in [28], these information-theoretic models can be translated into an equivalent form of
Shannon’s perfect secrecy. In this paper, we seek to pursue a further goal—we believe that the notion
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of negligibility is also a foundation of network security research, as shown in our complexity-theoretic
model GV G-RP [30]. This time, the polynomial input x is not a computational metric like the key length
n, but a network metric, such as N, the number of participating nodes in the network protocol. We will
show that the probability of security breach is negligible (e.g., decreasing exponentially toward 0) when
the number of mobile network members N increases linearly/polynomially.
In the negligibility-based network security discussion, we focus on passive threats in regards to routing
and packet forwarding. This is because ANODR is a secure routing protocol that provides protection for
network layer routing and link layer forwarding. Threats regarding other issues like radio signature and
application layer vulnerabilities is beyond the scope of ANODR design. In the future, ANODR should
be used with other security schemes at other protocol stack layers to provide an all-in-one solution.
D. Negligibility-based security guarantee of ANODR
Motion pattern tracing In a mobile network of N = 1 node, a (global) passive adversary can trace the
node’s motion pattern as long as the node’s transmissions to the infrastructure are interceptable. When
N > 1, if common ad hoc routing schemes like AODV and DSR are used, the passive adversary can
easily distinguish different senders/receivers using the routing identities, including those embedded in data
packet headers and control packets. The growth of network scale has no impact on network security.
However, this is not true in the identity-free ANODR. For a mobile node, we define its “venue” as the
smallest area to which the adversary can pinpoint the node only via the node’s radio communication and
any available positioning scheme. Such a venue area is clearly not infinitesimal. It is at most the one-hop
radio eavesdropping range. With better positioning support the adversary can reduce the one-hop circle to
a smaller one quantified by the radius ∆ (note that the circle can be generalized to an arbitrary geometric
shape that is equal in size). In practice, a venue is at the granularity of a significant fraction of the radio
transmission circle [21]. Nevertheless, by the definition of “venue”, the adversary cannot differentiate two
or more identity-free nodes in a venue π∆2 : a packet is equally likely to be from one node or another
standing in the venue region. We call this phenomenon “localized greedy coordination”, which means
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that a network security service is accomplished in a local finite region as long as there is at least one
uncompromised node (other than the node being attacked) in the region. In identity-free routing, for k
uncompromised nodes in any venue, k-anonymity [46] is ensured in the venue.
Mobile network modeling For a network deployed in a bounded system area, let the random variable
Ω = (X, Y ) denote the Cartesian location of a mobile node in the network area at an arbitrary time instant
t. The spatial distribution of a node is expressed in terms of the probability density function2

ρ = fXY (x, y) = lim

Pr [(x −

δ
2

δ→0

< X≤x + 2δ ) ∧ (y −
δ2

δ
2

< Y ≤y + 2δ )]

The probability that a given node is located in a subarea A′ of the system area A can be computed by
integrating ρ over this subarea
′

′

Pr [node in A ] = Pr [(X, Y )∈A ] =

ZZ

fXY (x, y)dA

(1)

A′

where fXY (x, y) can be computed by a stochastic analysis of an arbitrary mobility model. For example,
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a2
a2
2
2
as suggested in [8], we can use the analytical expression ρ = fXY (x, y) ≈ a6 x − 4
y − 4 for
random waypoint (RWP) mobility model in a square network area of size a×a defined by −a/2 ≤ x ≤ a/2
and −a/2 ≤ y ≤ a/2.
Equation (1) is universally applicable to any mobility pattern. Then ρ can be obtained from related
stochastic analysis [7][8][40]. Given this ρ, we treat it as a mobile node’s arrival rate of each standing
“position”. Hence the random presence of mobile nodes is modeled by a spatial Poisson point process [13].
If there are N nodes in the network, ρN =

PN

i=1

ρi where ρi is i-th node’s pdf ; and if every node roams

independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.), then ρN = N · ρ. Let x denote the random variable of
2

For the ease of presentation, here the pdf is defined on 2-D spatial dimensions. Bettstetter et al. [8] have computed such pdf for various
mobility models on 2-D spatial dimensions, and Hu et al. [24] have verified the correctness of the computation via empirical simulations.
In the real world, the pdf is defined on 4-D temporal-spatial dimensions. Research results are expected to be done. Afterward, the double
integrals in the following formulas must be replaced with quadruple integrals.
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number of mobile nodes in an area, the probability that there are exactly k nodes in a specific area A′
following a uniform distribution model is
(ρN A′)k −ρ A′
Pr [x = k] =
·e N .
k!

(2)

More generally, in any distribution model including non-uniform models like the RWP model, the arrival
rate is location dependent. ρ is higher at some areas while lower at the other areas [7][8]. The probability
that there are exactly k nodes in a specific area A′ is

Pr [x = k] =

ZZ 
A′

ρkN −ρ
·e N
k!



dA

where the integral can be computed in simulators like NS2 and QualNet given a specific area A′ and the
finite element method. The probability that a venue is empty is
Pempty = Pr [x = 0] =

ZZ

e−N ρ dA = O(e−N ρ).
π∆2

The last equation holds because exponential quantity ex is a fixed point in differential calculus and integral
calculus. An exponential quantity stays as an exponential one through integrals as long as the pdf ρ is
continuous in the integral area. This concludes that Pempty exponentially approaches 0 as the number of
nodes N increases linearly.
Negligible success for adversarial motion pattern tracing Now the motion pattern of a mobile node v
can be modeled as a stochastic process across a set of venues (x1 , x2 , · · · , xi , · · · ) in the network lifetime.
In the i-th venue xi , node v meets other ki uncompromised nodes.
•

Case I: Let’s first assume only v moves, all other nodes are stationary, and they do ANODR’s
neighborhood traffic mixing all the time. (1) If ki > 0 and ki+1 > 0, the adversary cannot see the
motion from the outgoing venue xi to the incoming venue xi+1 due to no change in transmission
pattern. This is because node v’s transmissions bear no identity of v, they are equally likely from
other nodes; (2) If ki = 0 and ki+1 > 0, the adversary can see that node v moves from the outgoing
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venue xi to a neighboring venue, but cannot identify the incoming venue xi+1 except by a random
guess; (3) If ki > 0 and ki+1 = 0, the adversary can see that node v moves into the incoming venue
xi+1 from a neighboring venue, but cannot identify the outgoing venue xi except by a random guess;
(4) If ki = ki+1 = 0, the adversary can see that node v moves from the outgoing venue xi to the
incoming venue xi+1 .
•

Case II: If all nodes are moving, Case I(1) is unchanged. Cases I(2), I(3) and I(4) are the best-case
scenarios for the adversary because, given the empty venue x (x = xi and/or x = xi+1 ), any node in
any neighboring venue of x may step into venue x. This converts Case I(2) or I(3) into Case I(1),
and converts Case I(4) into Case I(2) or I(3) or even I(1). Compared to Case I, the anonymity threat
is alleviated in Case II.

Therefore, the adversary requires one or more empty venues to trace the identity-free node v. The
probability is less than or equal to the previously computed Pempty . More specifically, the probability to
trace node v along a sequence of m empty venues is:
Ptrace motion = (Pempty )m = O(e−N ρm ).
This is a negligible quantity with respect to the network scale N.
V. E VALUATION M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we use simulation to evaluate and compare the aforementioned anonymous ad-hoc
routing protocols. Our evaluation concerns the influence from both the processing time needed to perform
the crypto operations and the increased sizes of routing control packets on network performance.

A. Implementation details
The implementation of ANODR, ASR, MASK and SDAR are based on AODV, and AnonDSR on DSR.
Route optimizations used by the original AODV and DSR do not apply in anonymous routing, so they
are not enabled in the implementations. In addition, we have made a few more justifications in order to
make the results comparable and fair among all the protocols.
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First of all, in our implementation and evaluation, assumptions made by each protocol are preserved.
Overhead incurred in pre-configure phase or bootstrap phase is not counted in the evaluation. Secondly,
for ANODR, an improved version [31] using Key Pre-distribution Schemes (KPS) (in RREP unicasts)
is also implemented and evaluated in our simulation study. It is denoted as ANODR-KPS and uses
the probabilistic KPS scheme proposed by Du et al. [17]. Thirdly, for AnonDSR protocol, the security
parameter establishment (SPE) protocol is considered as a precondition, the overhead is not calculated.
This is equivalent to assumptions made by other protocols on pre-existing source-destination security
agreements (ANODR, ASR, and SDAR) or leave the destination ID as plain text (MASK). Further,
periodical broadcast among neighbors in protocols MASK and SDAR are modified from HELLO messages in AODV. For MASK, besides periodical HELLO (first stage in its three-stage neighborhood key
exchanges), two more broadcast packets are added to complete the rest two stages of the handshake among
a newcomer and its neighbors. Taking into consideration that one can use adaptive frequencies to reduce
the overhead from the periodical updates, and to improve performance (compared to the results generated
from our implementations), in our evaluation, we separate the evaluation of the periodic overhead from
the evaluation on the main on-demand route discovery principles.
Moreover, assumptions implied by crypto-systems in use are also preserved, e.g., using a public key
scheme, the network needs an offline authority to grant every network member a credential signed by
the authority’s signing key, so that any node can verify a presented credential with the authority’s wellknown public key; using a KPS scheme, the network needs an offline authority to load every node with
personal key materials. In ANODR-KPS, the probability of achieving a successful key agreement at
each hop is 98%. In other words, per hop key agreement fails with 2% at every RREP hop. A new
route discovery procedure will be invoked eventually by the source. Finally, in our implementation,
cryptographical operations over data packet transmission is not calculated since all the protocols use
symmetric key systems.
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B. Crypto-processing performance measurement
The processing overhead used in our simulation is based on actual measurement on a low-end device.
Table II shows the measurements performed by Gupta et al. [22] on the performance of different cryptosystems. For public key cryptosystems, the table shows processing latency per operation. For symmetric
key cryptosystems, it shows encryption/decryption bit-rate.
TABLE II
P ROCESSING OVERHEAD OF VARIOUS CRYPTOSYSTEMS ( ON I NTEL S TRONG ARM 200MH Z CPU BASED P OCKET PC RUNNING L INUX )

Cryptosystem
ECC (163-bit key)
RSA (1024-bit key)
AES/Rijndael (128-bit key & block)

decryption
24.5ms
188.7ms
29.2Mbps

encryption
46.5ms
10.8ms
29.1Mbps

Clearly, different cryptosystems introduce different processing and link overhead, thus have different
impact on anonymous routing performance. Taking consideration of the cryptosystems proposed by original
authors, we practically choose the cryptosystem in favor of performance. For public key cryptographic
operations in the simulation, AnonDSR uses RSA and rest of the protocols use ECIES with 163-bit
key. For the symmetric cryptography, we use AES/Rijndael with 128-bit key and block. The coding
bandwidth is about 29.2Mbps. As an example, in ANODR, computational delay is approximately 0.02ms
for each onion construction during each RREQ and RREP forwarding, and another public key processing
time 24.5 + 46.5 = 71ms for RREP packets. In general, longer delay is required for asymmetric key
encryption/decryption compared with the symmetric cryptography. The KPS based ANODR trades link
overhead for processing time, i.e., ANODR-KPS uses 1344 bits and 1288 bits key agreement material for
RREQ and RREP packets respectively. Each of them requires only 1ms extra time in processing packets.

C. Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the performance of these protocols in terms of the overall network performance (delivery
metric) and the influence from processing delay (delay metric) and packet size (overhead metric). We
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use the following metrics: packet delivery fraction, average end-to-end data packet delay, and normalized
routing load in bytes of total control packets per data packet delivered.
The simulation is performed in QualNetT M [42], a packet level simulator for wireless and wired networks
developed by Scalable Network Technologies Inc. The distributed coordination function (DCF) of IEEE
802.11 is used as the MAC layer in our experiments. The radio uses the two-ray ground reflection
propagation model. The channel capacity is 2Mbps. The network field is 2400m×600m with 150 nodes
initially uniformly distributed. The transmission range is 250m. Random Way Point (RWP) model is used
to simulate node mobility. In our simulation, the mobility is controlled in such a way that minimum and
maximum speeds are always the same (to fix a recently discovered problem [47]). CBR sessions are used
to generate network data traffic. For each session, data packets of 512 bytes are generated in a rate of
4 packets per second. The source-destination pairs are chosen randomly from all the nodes. During the
simulation time, a constant, continuously renewed load of short-lived pairs is maintained.
To focus on influence from anonymous design and cryptographic operation, we do not introduce attacks
in the simulation. We present two sets of simulations. One set is to show routing performance variation
under different mobility conditions, where mobility is increased from 0 to 10 m/sec in different runs. The
pause time is fixed to 30 seconds. 5 CBR pairs is constantly maintained. In the other series of simulation,
showing the impact of performance due to different traffic load, we fix the mobility at 2 m/sec and vary the
number of concurrent short-lived CBR communication from 5 to 25. Each of these series of simulation are
conducted in identical network scenarios (mobility, communication traffic and node density) and routing
configurations across all schemes (except the one to be varied) in comparison.

D. Performance results
In this section, we give simulation results for different network scenarios, namely, increasing mobility
and increasing traffic load.
Impact from mobility Figure 5 shows the comparison of packet delivery ratio. The original AODV
protocol indicates the best performance possible on this metric as expected since the environment has
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no attackers. MASK and ANODR-KPS have similar performance with the original AODV, as they both
use efficient symmetric cryptography only when exchanging routing packets, effectively accelerating the
route discovery process and making the established routes more durable. ANODR and ASR experience
moderate delivery ratio degression. Both of them use public key cryptography in RREP. The AnonDSR
and SDAR show significant degradation delivery ratio. The reasons are that the two protocols need hoprelated public key encryption/decryption at the destination nodes. In a mobile environment, excessive
delay in route discovery process makes it harder to establish and maintain routes. All the curves show a
more or less yet steady descendant when mobility increases. This is natural as increasing mobility will
cause more packet losses.
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Figure 6 illustrates the data packet latency. Because of the public key cryptographical overhead, SDAR
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and AnonDSR show significant longer end-to-end latency. ANODR and ASR have similar average data
packet latency. ANODR-KPS and MASK have the lowest and nearly the same data packet delay with
original AODV, thanks to the efficient symmetric encryption algorithms and hash functions used. When
there is little mobility, all protocols display small data packet latency, because once a route is established,
a stable network allows a longer average route lifetime. When mobility increases, data packet latency
increases accordingly.
Figure 7 compares the normalized control overhead in terms of bytes. ANODR-KPS, AnonDSR and
SDAR generate the most normalized control bytes, ASR and ANODR less. The result is expected because
SDAR and AnonDSR both have large RREQ and RREP packet sizes for carrying keys. ANODR-KPS also
includes key negotiation material in RREQ and RREP messages, making them significantly larger than
original ANODR control packets. In addition, AnonDSR and SDAR are low in the number of successfully
delivered packets. Finally, MASK has closer values with AODV, because in route discovery MASK relies
on existing pairwise keys. The background key exchange overhead is not counted here (Figure 8).
Figure 8 reports the overhead of the proactive key establishment of MASK and SDAR. It shows
the normalized bytes of neighbor authentication packets under different mobility condition. SDAR uses
periodical hello messages containing public keys for community management, which is not affected by
mobility. But as the number of packets delivered decreases as mobility increases, Figure 8 shows an
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increasing trend of SDAR when mobility increases. MASK’s three-stage handshake is triggered by new
neighbors, thus is more affected by mobility. This behavior results in higher packet overhead of MASK
compared to SDAR, and faster increasing trend when mobility increases as more handshakes are needed.
Other results from our simulation (not included in the paper) show that the number of packets increases.
And especially, when the network is static, MASK and SDAR have almost the same number of the
control packets. The figure also shows an interesting crossing phenomenon. This is because that the size
of SDAR’s HELLO message, which carries a public key, is much larger than that of MASK who typically
only needs to carry an 8 byte pseudonym. Thus, when mobility is low, SDAR incurs more normalized
neighbor authentication bytes. As the mobility increases, a node tends to encounter more other nodes, and
handshake with more newly met neighbors. Thus at one point, the normalized neighbor authentication
bytes of MASK will exceed that of SDAR, as the overhead of MASK increases much faster.
Impact from traffic load The network traffic load is increased by increasing the number of communication pairs. Figure 9 compares the delivery ratio performance under different traffic load. It displays
an unanimous degradation trend of delivery fraction for all protocols. This is typically because of the
increasing congestions and communication collisions when traffic load increases.
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Figure 10 shows the impact of traffic load on end-to-end data packet latency. No surprise, the data
latency is extended as the traffic load increases. This is caused by longer queueing delay in contenting the
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wireless medium, and more needs for route re-discovery. Protocols with longer computation delay always
suffer more under heavy traffic load.
Figure 11 shows the normalized control overhead in terms of bytes. More control overhead are generated
when traffic becomes heavier. Again the performance deteriorates in a regular fashion according to the
computational overhead each protocol requires respectively.
Performance summary After all, our main findings are: (i) Control packet size, if controlled within
a reasonable size, has less impact on performance. E.g., Figure 5 and Figure 9 show almost the same
delivery ratio of MASK and ANODR-KPS. But ANODR-KPS has much higher control bytes as shown in
Figure 7 and Figure 11. (ii) Processing delay has great impact on delivery ratio in a mobile environment.
E.g., ANODR-KPS and SDAR have similar combined packet size, while as Figure 5 and Figure 9 show,
their delivery ratios have large difference.
On the other hand, the simulation results demonstrate the existence of trade-offs between routing
performance and security protection. Because the ad hoc route discovery (RREQ/RREP) procedure is
time critical in a mobile network, excessive crypto-processing latency would result in stale routes and
hence devastated routing performance. Our results show while ANODR and ASR could be suitable for
low-end nodes and medium mobility, AnonDSR and SDAR are better be used by high-end nodes that can
run public key cryptography efficiently. In order to design a practical anonymous ad hoc routing scheme,
we must find out the optimal balance point that can both avoid expensive cryptographic processing and
provide needed security protection at the same time.
VI. S UMMARY
In this paper we have studied unique anonymity threats in mobile ad hoc environments. We present
identity-free routing and on-demand routing as two design principles of anonymous routing in mobile ad
hoc networks. ANODR is an anonymous routing scheme that is compliant with the design principles.
Like formal cryptanalysis used in modern cryptography, we propose to use negligibility based analysis to
quantify network security schemes. Our analysis shows that ANODR’s identity-free approach is able
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to satisfy the negligibility requirement after a probabilistic model quantifies the spatial probabilistic
distribution function (spatial PDF) of each mobile node’s physical presence in the network area. We run
extensive simulations to evaluate the routing performance of ANODR and several other anonymous routing
protocols. Our simulation study shows that routing performance changes significantly when different
cryptosystems are used to implement the same function (e.g., link key agreement). We call for the
implementation of secure and efficient anonymous routing in mobile ad hoc networks.
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